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The York Shore Battery was constructed between August 1942 and June 1943 for the 
Department of National Defence. The battery, in combination with searchlights, 
protected the World War II harbour defence boom stretched between Sleepy Cove and 
McNab's Island. The open battery, which mounted two 12-pounder Quick-Fire guns and 
provided crew shelters, towers for direction finding and storage for ammunition and 
other materials for service of the guns, was designed by the Royal Canadian Corps of 
Engineers. External modifications include the removal of the armoured plate on the 
director towers (n.d.) and the dismantling of the No. 2 gun Director Tower (c. 1995). 
Internal modifications include the dismounting of the guns and the stripping of fittings 
and furnishings (c. 1959), and the removal of all door and window assemblies (n.d.). 
The York Shore Battery is currently the property of Canadian Heritage. See FHBRO 
Building Report 95-01, Volume 3. 

Reasons for Designation  

The York Shore Battery was designated Classified because of its important historical 
associations, the quality of its functional design and the important role it plays in the 
environment. 

The theme identified for the Battery is the coastal defence of a major commercial port 
and naval station during World War II and in the decade following. Complete except for 
its ordnance and fittings, the Battery is an excellent example of its type. 

Notable from a functional standpoint are the location of the director towers, governed by 
operational requirements (on axis with the guns and at a set distance to the rear); the 
sharing of the magazine by both emplacements; and the division of the Battery 
functions into two blocks to accommodate a roadway on the small available flat section 
of land in rear of the emplacements. The Battery's structural site plan reveals the 
effective use made of available land in a strategic location. 

The historic relationship between the building and its associated landscape has 
changed only slightly. Because of its size and stark concrete elevations, the Battery 
continues to dominate its Sleepy Cove setting. 

Character Defining Elements 

The heritage character of the York Shore Battery resides in its status as a specialized 
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permanent military structure for the mounting and servicing of QF guns in an open 
emplacement. Externally the features which define the heritage character of this battery 
are: the massive reinforced concrete walls and flat roofs of the Battery and Magazine 
Block and the Support Block; the two horseshoe-shaped open emplacements behind 
concrete parapets with a partial overhead protection against shrapnel and splinters; the 
ammunition recesses in the rear face of the drum; the ring bolts cast in the rear wall of 
the emplacements; and the steel-framed director towers with reinforced concrete walls 
faced with bullet-proof steel ('Ryes' O.P. Plate) standing on the roofs of the two Blocks 
and accessed by vertical steel ladders supported off the walls. 

The most serious threat to the heritage character of both Blocks is the corroded state of 
the structural steel members and shuttering supporting the concrete roofs, particularly 
those which partially cover the emplacements. A concerted effort at checking the 
corrosion and some reinforcement of the existing roofs will be necessary to render the 
roofs safe. Also in a precarious state is the remaining director tower. The mild steel 
structural members are heavily corroded and in immediate need of conservation 
treatment and reinforcement. 

Internally, the features which define the heritage character of this battery are: the 
unfinished poured-in-place concrete floor, wall and ceiling surfaces; the solid concrete 
partition walls; and the open steel and concrete roof of the emplacements. 

The large structural cracking in the walls, which may be indicative of poor siting and 
disregard of local geology or shoreline subsidence, does not appear to threaten the 
stability of the Battery and Magazine Block as a whole, but should be checked by a 
conservation structural engineer. 

The re-establishment of the grasses on the graveled roadway surfaces and flat roofs 
and the encroachment of herbs, forbs and woody vegetation around the Support Block 
have diminished the military character of the site. Removal of the woody vegetation, 
maintenance of the herb/forb layer and clearing of all vegetation from the roadway 
surface would recover some of the character. 
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For further guidance, please refer to the FHBRO Code of Practice. 


